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Abstract— This paper introduces the use of a fourth-order
frequency-domain statistical estimator, the spectral kurtosis
(SK), in the field of power-quality analysis. The research has
been organized in the frame of a research national project
and points towards the implementation of these techniques
into an automatic platform to perform PQ analysis in power
plants and power inverters. Higher-order statistics in the
frequency domain manage to distinguish 3 types of electrical
anomalies (sags, swells and transients), with an accuracy of
83%.
Keywords— Higher-Order Statistics (HOS), Frequency do-
main analysis, Power Quality (PQ), Spectral Kurtosis (SK).
I. INTRODUCTION
The Spectral Kurtosis (SK) is roughly described as the
kurtosis of each frequency component, and compares the
variability in amplitude of the different Fourier frequen-
cies. Then, this statistics indicates how the impulsiveness
of a signal varies with frequency. Since Power-Quality
(PQ) events give rise to sudden changes in the power
line, this higher-order statistics is potentially useful to
characterize the frequency bands associated to each type
of electrical anomaly. Following this line, the goal of the
paper is to use an estimator of the SK to measure the
variability of each frequency component of the electrical
signal. Consequently, a constant-amplitude (zero variabil-
ity) single-frequency sinusoid exhibits a minimum SK at
this frequency; where as if the amplitude varies with time
the SK increases at this frequency. More precisely, if the
amplitude varies according to a normal distribution, the
SK is zero.
This philosophy has been formerly brought to practice
in the time-domain by several notable works. Bollen et al.
used advanced signal processing techniques to introduce
new statistical features to PQ event detection [1]. Ribeiro
et al. [2] used HOS to extract new time-domain features
associated to electrical anomalies. Categorization of PQ
events has been previously performed in the work [3].
HOS techniques has also been implemented to specifically
detect sags and swells [4].
The higher-order statistics have been used extensively
during the past two decades. They were introduced in
the eighties for detecting transients in sonar processing
to enhance non-linearities, discovering hidden processes,
due to their capability to reject noise and to complement
the classical second-order characterization [5]. One of the
most useful tools is the fourth-order cumulant, in which
the kurtosis is inspired. Its complementary version in the
frequency domain, is the so-called three-spectrum, and
the SK constitutes a particular case, successfully used to
distinguish different types of signals from their statistical
properties [6]. Applications have been biased in machines’
surveillance [7]–[9]; other works are found in the field of
insect detection [10].
With respect to the worldwide interest in PQ, a
twofold objective is pursued. Equipment has become
more sensitive to anomalies in the power-line, and at
the same time the industrial electronic modules cause
voltage disturbances. There is also the need for stan-
dardization and performance criteria for consumers and
utilities. Consequently, and motivated by this issue a
simple technique has been adopted in former works,
with the goal of performing an on-site procedure, which
was independent both from the device under test, as
it uses normalization [4], [11]. PQ events are roughly
of the same frequency of the ’healthy’ signal (ideal
power-line sine wave). Thus, signal processing techniques
benefit from this fact by measuring-detecting changes in
the statistical values as the target signal is tested. The
traditional analysis procedure is based in the use of a
sliding window through which the statistical estimator is
computed. Thereby, when the perturbed zone in the signal
appears (the sliding window bumps into the anomaly),
a change in the estimator is observed and automatically
targeted. This working hypothesis is also present in the
present research. According to this perspective, this work
presents performance results of SK over a battery of PQ
events. Results are promising since the test offers an
accuracy of 84% over an ensemble of real-life signals.
The paper is structured as follows. The following Sec-
tion II, introduces the estimator for the SK and presents
its performance over illustrative signals, with the goal of a
better understanding. Results are presented in Section III,
where a collection of synthetics and real-life electrical
faults is presented. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
Section IV.
II. THE SPECTRAL KURTOSIS: DESCRIPTION AND
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
This section aims to introduce SK and expose the
theoretical foundation of the present research through
examples. In statistics, kurtosis is a measure of the
”peakedness” of the probability distribution of a real-
valued random variable. Higher kurtosis means more of
the variance is due to infrequent deviations, as opposed
to frequent modestly-sized deviations. Kurtosis is more
commonly defined as the fourth central cumulant divided
by the square of the variance of the probability distribu-









where 𝜇4 = 𝜅4 +3𝜅22 is the 4th-order central moment;
and 𝜅4 is the 4th-order central cumulant, i.e. the ideal
value of 𝐶𝑢𝑚4,𝑥(0, 0, 0). The ”minus 3” at the end of
this formula is a correction to make zero the kurtosis of
the normal distribution. Excess kurtosis ranges from -2
to +∞. This definition of the 4th-order cumulant for zero
time-lags comes from a combinational relationship among
the cumulants of stochastic signals and their moments,
and is given by the Leonov-Shiryaev formula.
The sample kurtosis is calculated over a sample-register














𝑖=1 (𝑥𝑖 − ?̄?)2
]2 − 3,
(2)
where 𝑚4 is the fourth sample moment about the mean,
𝑚2 is the second sample moment about the mean (that
is, the sample variance), and ?̄? is the sample mean.
Ideally, the spectral kurtosis represents of the kurtosis
of each frequency component of a process (or data from
a measurement instrument 𝑥𝑖). For estimation issues we
consider 𝑀 realizations of the process; each containing
𝑁 points; i.e. we consequently consider 𝑀 measurement
sweeps, each sweep with 𝑁 points. The time spacing
between points is the sampling period, 𝑇𝑠, of the data
















where m indicates the frequency index, and ?̂?𝑁,𝑀2,𝑋 indi-
cates the value of the kurtosis for this Fourier frequency.
Whilst the present works focuses in the frequency do-
main. Promising time domain results have been obtained
in [4]; research in which frame the signal analysis was
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Fig. 1. Three common sets of anomalies revealing different constant
values for the statistics.
window used to extract HOS features (statistics) enclosed
an exact number of cycles of the 50 Hz sine wave. The
analysis is based on windows of 0.02 s width, which
covers one cycle of a standard power signal (healthy
signal). Thus, by displacing the sliding window along a
healthy signal, the set of values analyzed by the HOS
processing is identical, returning a specific constant value
for the statistical estimator. Any electrical disturbance or
anomaly over the healthy signal would produce variations
from this constant value when the sliding window bumped
into this distortion in the waveform, thereby revealing its
presence. Furthermore, if the coupled disturbance gener-
ated another 50 Hz signal, it returned constant values,
which were different from the ones associated to the
healthy power-line. Consequently, we benefit from this
fact, to characterize the 50 Hz disturbances coupled to
the power-line.
The benefit of the suggested procedure of analysis is
that 50 Hz events are tuned by the sliding window, and
the returned constant values are associated to the specific
shapes of the waveforms. In order to show this working
premise, an introductory example has been conceived.
Nine 50-Hz signals, grouped in three sets, have been
analyzed in order to observe their associated constant
values. These signals and their constant HOS values are
represented in Fig. 1 classified in asymmetrical, symmet-
rical and pure-sinusoidal signals.
These results in the time-domain are complementary
to achieve satisfactory interpretation in the frequency
domain. An example in the frequency domain has been
designed as a previous step. It benefits from noise rejec-
tion and at the same time, it illustrates the performance
of the SK estimator over illustrative spectra. A number
of 500 realizations (2,205 data)of two mixtures using a
sample frequency of 44,100 Hz, and its processing results
presented in the Fig. 2. The left couple of graphs shows
how random-Gaussian-amplitude sine wave (5 kHz) is
outlined in the SK graph by ”1”, considering the super-
imposed behaviors of the sinusoidal waveform and the
random process; while the constant-amplitude sines (2,
9 kHz) are characterized by a ”-1” in the SK graph with
independence of their amplitudes’ values. The second pair
of graphs shows noise rejection for a colored Gaussian
noise; besides it is seen that SK reaches a value between
”0” and ”-1”, for the sine wave at 2 kHz.
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Averaged spectral kurtosis: M=500















Averaged spectral kurtosis: M=500
Fig. 2. Performance of the SK estimator over synthetics.
III. CASE STUDIES AND RESULTS
Prior to the real-life situations, six cases have been ana-
lyzed corresponding to illustrative situations of electrical
faults’ detections. To optimize space, only one case is
illustrated in this paper in a figure, which in turn contains
five boxes or graphs. The upper box comprises the time-
domain register, or raw data. Just below, the computation
results of the variance and skewness are shown: second
and third-order statistics, respectively. Finally, the time-
domain kurtosis and the spectral kurtosis are displayed.
Each case comprises a 20k-point synthetic time-domain
register with a duration of 1 s (20 kHz sampling fre-
quency). An additive normal noise process (1% of the
amplitude of the signal) has been added in order to
achieve a more realistic behavior.
The enactment of the research is described hereinafter.
The time-domain statistics have been computed using a
400-point sliding window (which corresponds to a signal
period). The sliding time (time shifting) has been fixed
to 0.025 cycles, which corresponds to 0.5 ms. First, the
analysis of the sliding statistics in the time-domain is
performed. It is observed that, during the normal operation
and during the electrical anomaly the all three tempo-
ral estimators output a constant value (calculated over
sliding windows); alterations are only observed during
the transition between different zones of the time-domain
signal. This is due to the fact that the temporal analysis
has been performed with a 50-Hz-synchronized window.
Although the 50-Hz frequency remains constant, the am-
plitude changes, and subsequently the constant value of
the statistic estimator also changes. The fact has been
demonstrated in former works [4], [12] and constitutes,
as previously explained, the working hypothesis.
To calculate the SK from the time-domain acquired data
we extract realizations or segments with a length of 0.1
s, with an overlap of 50%. This means a number of 19
segments for each raw data. Then the SK is averaged
over 19, (1/0,05)-1, segments plus 981 segments, which in
turn correspond to healthy normalized power-line signals,
that are stored in memory. Following this procedure we
assure that the SK is averaged over a big enough number
of segments. The 981 segments come from healthy parts
which have been added before the defect. The defect is the
only part of the signal which is displayed in the following
graphs.
Fig. 3 shows voltage sag to 60% (residual voltage); i.e.
the remaining amplitude of the signal is of 60%, during
the electrical anomaly; which means that the line voltage
is reduced down to 60% of the normal value, It is observed
a drastic reduction of the sliding variance in the anomaly
zone in comparison to the normal condition value (0.5).
This is due to the fact that the variance is a measure of
the instantaneous signal power. The higher the amplitude
level, the greater the power.
The behavior of the sliding skewness (in the right-
centered graph) is quite different from the time-domain
variance. While, during the anomaly, the signal exhibits
the same skewness as in the normal situation (zero val-
ued), in the transition zones two peaks or (bumps) appear.
This is explained by the fact that the skewness is related
to the signal symmetry, which it is preserved for this
type of defect. But during the transition, the symmetry
is lost in a fragment of cycle. During the first transition,
the negative semi-cycle presents a higher amplitude value
than the positive semi-cycle (time instant of 0.4 s in Fig.
3); then the skewness rapidly evolves towards negative
values, showing a negative peak. In the second transition it
happens the other way round; i.e., the positive semi-cycle
offers a higher amplitude, so that the sliding skewness
turns positive.






































Fig. 3. A 40 % voltage sag with a duration of 0.2 s.
The kurtosis behavior’s in the time domain (in the
lower-left graph of Fig. 3), confirms the results derived
from the skewness’ analysis. The kurtosis is associated
to the waveform’s shape of the register, which does not
vary during the electrical anomaly (during the defect
the symmetry also remained constant). Two peaks are
observed with the same polarity. This is due to the
fact that, although the evolution of the amplitude values
are different for both transitions (high-to-low vs. low-
to-high) the kurtosis identifies the deformation itself. In
the moment , the deformation has turned to a constant
amplitude value, the sliding kurtosis returns to its normal
vale (-1,5 steady value).
In the frequency domain, the SK (in the lower-right
graph of Fig. 3) offers a zero value for all the range,
with the exception of the frequencies below 500 Hz,
characterized by a general increase, which denotes the
changes in the amplitude. Intriguingly, making a zoom of
this region of the spectrum allows the observation of a -1
valued peak for the 50-Hz component, associated to the
constant amplitude.
It is true that the amplitude varies; and in fact this
is the definition of the electrical anomaly, but the SK
considers a long enough period of the waveform, so that
an alteration of 0.2 seconds vs. the rest of the duration
(100 s) of the healthy signal does not affect the result.
The rest of the spectrum presents a zero value (or a value
towards zero), associated to the frequencies that exhibit a
Gaussian behavior.
The real test to corroborate the results from the synthet-
ics’ analysis, has been developed using real-life signals,
available from the IEEE working group P1159.3 web site.
These signals have been originally sampled at 15,360 Hz
and correspond to 60 Hz events. In order to adapt this
power-line frequency to the 50 Hz European network, we
have re-calculated the sampling frequency to 12,800 Hz
(15,360⋅50/60).
Then each 0.12 s-length register, contains
12,800⋅0.12=1,536 data. In comparison to the former set
of synthetics, now the horizontal axis of the SK expands
to 6,400 Hz (sampling frequency 12,800 Hz). Windows
are overlapped 50%, and three different lengths have
selected for the SK realizations to be averaged (0.02, 0.04
and 0.06 s). The final SK graph is the result of averaging
1,000 realizations or segments using the estimator. For
example, considering the less resolution length, (0.02 s)
there are (0.12/0.01)-1 segments extracted from the time
domain data. As the averaging is performed over 1,000
realizations, 989 more healthy realizations are added.
On the other hand, as the sampling rate is 12,800 Hz,
a 0.02-s realization contains 256 samples. Consequently,
there are 128 data in the SK graph, with a frequency
resolution of 50 Hz (6,400 Hz/128 data). Despite this fact,
the SK provides the user with the same information as in
the case of the synthetics, this time gaining computation
speed. The SK result is also averaged over 1,000 seg-
ments, as in the case of the synthetics.
The first real-life case consists of a sag which starts
with a transient. The presence of this transient is denoted
by the rebounds at the starting point of the defect, as
shown in Fig. 4. In the time-domain (the upper subgraph
in Fig. 4) the variance presents a value of 0.5 in the
first cycle, and then it goes to almost zero as the total
power vanishes. The skewness’ and kurtosis’ behaviors
are explained similarly as in the cases of the synthetics,
indicating the symmetry and the waveform shape, respec-
tively. During the defect, the time-domain signal is almost
sinusoidal, giving rise to a zero kurtosis.
Two significative maxima, at the frequencies 950 Hz
and 2,100 Hz, are observed in the SK graph, correspond-
ing to this transient. The initial region in the spectrum
matches with the results obtained in the theoretical case
for the sag situation. The SK graph corresponds to a
resolution of 0,02 s.

































Fig. 4. Real case #1: A sag plus an oscillatory transient, caused by
a short circuit. Two peaks appear at 950 and 2,100 Hz indicating the
transient’s features in the frequency domain. SK: time resolution=0,02
s; frequency resolution=50 Hz.
Different resolutions in the SK may lead to very dif-
ferent SK patterns. In this case, higher-resolution spectra
do not offer the same results, as it is proved in Fig.
5, because if the time-window is wider, the power of
the transient returned by the FFT will be less, as it is
averaged. Intriguingly, the peaks in 950 and 2,100 Hz
vanish for wider window’s.
The second practical case is depicted in Fig. 6 and
consists of a sag ending with harmonics. This anomaly
comes from the recovery process that is experimented by
a network after a disconnection of a malfunctioning load.
The variance indicates a power recovery from the mini-
mum value. At the instant 0.02 s., the sliding skewness
begins to indicate the symmetry’s deviation. The kurtosis
suddenly goes up, indicating the drastic change in shape.
The behavior of the skewness and the kurtosis is the same
as in the theoretical cases, for this type of defects.
The SK graph only reveals the presence of the sag,
indicated by the bump in the low frequency range. During
the sag, there is an oscillation at 500 Hz. It is not
possible to discriminate the harmonics, because of the
low resolution, 50 Hz (0.02 s).





































Fig. 6. Real case #2: A sag plus an oscillatory transient, caused by
a disconnection of a malfunctioning load (short circuit or earth fault).
SK: time resolution=0,02 s; frequency resolution=50 Hz.
If we compare the three resolution cases, as in Fig. 7,
the harmonics can be seen at the components 100, 150,
200 and 250 Hz, in the graphs corresponding to 0.04 and
0.06 s.
- The third real case is presented in Fig. 8, and consists
of a sag containing an oscillatory transient, which may be
caused by a capacitors battery. The variance’s behavior
reduces its nominal value, as it is expected from the
power reduction. During the defect, the symmetry is lost,
due to the presence of transients. At the end of the
defect, the signal has less energy (as indicated from the
sliding variance) but the symmetry is recovered. The time-
domain kurtosis begins in -1,5 (the nominal value) and
then it evolves to higher values that indicates that the
sinusoidal waveform is lost. During the defect, the value
is slightly higher than -1,5, indicating the presence of a
quasi-sinusoidal waveform.





































Fig. 8. Real case #3: A sag plus an oscillatory transient (750 Hz),
caused by a capacitors battery. SK: time resolution=0,02 s; frequency
resolution=50 Hz.
The oscillatory transient at 750 Hz is present in the
three SK graphs of Fig. 9; in fact resolution improves the
detection of this frequency component.
The procedure has been tested using 50 real-life signals,
obtaining an 84% of accuracy. The false positives are due
to the per se oscillatory behavior of the power line signal.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper was devoted to use the spectral kurtosis
(a fourth-order spectrum) with the goal of detecting PQ
events, as an alternative to time-domain methods and
second order spectra (power spectrum). The theoretical
definition and comprehensive examples have been in-
troduced in order to get full understanding of the PQ
event targeting process via the SK. Real-life situations
demonstrate its effective practical use, since results are
correlated to theoretical synthetics.
The SK estimator is noise tolerant, behaving as ex-
pected up to a SNR = 35 dB. A practical approach has
been performed using real-life signals from the IEEE
working group P1159.3. Under real conditions the algo-
rithm behaves properly with an accuracy of the 84%. The
results obtained for this application are encouraging, but
some improvements (more tests) are still to be performed
in order to transfer the method to an automatic detection
system. This off-line stage can be considered as finished.
Grace to the estimator’s normalization, this fourth-order
statistics is independent of the signal power, providing
additional information to the traditional obtained from
the power spectral density. As a future work it would be
desirable to test the procedure in several electrical power
plants, and inverters in order to get a full testing branch.
This would only suppose to get data, as the estimator
is power-independent, and the research conveys the need
for a close cooperation between power-system researchers
and network or grid operators.
Finally, it is necessary to mention that false positive
cases are mainly due to the effects of frequency shifts
from the nominal value.
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Fig. 5. Real case #1: Comparison of the SK’s graphs averaged for the time resolutions 0,02, 0,04 and 0,06 s, respectively from up to down.




















Fig. 7. Real case #2: Comparison of the SK’s graphs for the resolutions 0.02, 0.04 and 0.06 s., respectively up to down.



















Fig. 9. Real case #3: Comparison of the SK’s graphs for the time resolutions 0.02, 0.04 and 0.06 s., respectively from up to down. The transient
at 750 Hz is clearly outlined for the three resolution cases.
